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SUMMARY

Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP) is one of the fastest growing Internet applications. It is a viable
alternative to the traditional telephony systems due to its high resource utilization and cost efficiency.
Meanwhile, Wireless Local Area Networks (WLANs) have become a ubiquitous networking technology
that has been deployed around the world. Driven by these two popular technologies, Voice over WLAN
(VoWLAN) has been emerging as an infrastructure to provide low-cost wireless voice services. However,
VoWLAN poses significant challenges since the performance characteristics of wireless networks are much
worse than that of their wireline counterparts, and the IEEE 802.11-based WLAN was not originally
designed to support delay-sensitive voice traffic. In this paper, we provide a survey of recent advances in
VoWLAN voice capacity analysis, call admission schemes, and medium access control (MAC) layer
quality of service (QoS) enhancement mechanisms. Some open research issues are presented for further
investigation. Copyright # 2006 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP), also known as IP telephony or Internet telephony, is a set
of protocols to transport voice traffic over IP-based packet-switched networks with acceptable
quality of service (QoS) and reasonable cost. Efforts in transmitting voice over packet-switched
networks can be traced back to the early 1970s. Since the mid 1990s, IP telephony service has
advanced rapidly, and it is anticipated as a viable alternative to the traditional voice service over
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public switched telephone networks (PSTN) due to its cost effectiveness. In addition, VoIP can
efficiently provide compelling features and services, such as voice mail, voice conferencing, etc.,
by allowing the integrated transmission of voice and data over the same network. On the other
hand, the Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN) becomes popular to support high-data-rate
Internet access for users in proximity of an access point (AP). The main advantages of WLAN
are its simplicity, flexibility and cost effectiveness. In the past several years, the IEEE 802.11
WLAN has become a ubiquitous networking technology and has been widely deployed
around the world. Although most existing WLAN applications are data centric, such as web
browsing, file transfer and electronic mail, there is a growing demand for multimedia services
over WLANs.

Recently, VoIP over WLAN (Voice over WLAN, VoWLAN) has been emerging as an
infrastructure to provide wireless voice service with cost efficiency. Driven by the demand from
education, health care, retail, logistics, etc., VoWLAN will experience a dramatic increase in the
near future. However, supporting voice traffic over WLANs poses significant challenges since
the performance characteristics of the physical and MAC layers are much worse than that of
their wireline counterparts. Therefore, the applications of VoWLAN raise several deploy-
ment issues concerning the system architecture, network capacity and admission control,
QoS provisioning, etc.

In this paper, we first briefly overview the VoIP system and legacy IEEE 802.11 MAC
protocol in Section 2. We then present a comprehensive survey on the voice capacity analysis
and call admission control in Section 3. Recent advances of QoS enhancement schemes in the
MAC layer are summarized in Section 4. Section 5 discusses the emerging vertical handoff and
admission control issues for VoWLAN/cellular systems, followed by concluding remarks and
open issues in Section 6.

2. VoIP AND IEEE 802.11 MAC

2.1. VoIP system

We focus on the packet-level VoIP system performance. There are three indispensable VoIP
components at the end-systems: codecs, packetizer and playout buffer, as shown in Figure 1.
The analogue voice signals are digitized, compressed and then encoded into digital voice streams

Figure 1. VoIP system.
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by the codec. Voice codecs are standardized by the International Telecommunication
Union}Telecommunication (ITU-T), such as G.711 with the data rate of 64 kbps, G.729 with
8 kbps, G.723.1a with 5.3/6.3 kbps, etc. The main attributes of some commonly used encoding
schemes are listed in Table I. The output voice stream then enters the packetizer to generate
constant bit rate (CBR) audio packets with RTP(RTCP)/UDP/IP header where RTP and RTCP
[1] are Real-time Transport Protocol and Real-Time Control Protocol, respectively, which are
designed to support real-time multimedia applications with stringent delay constraint over
unreliable User Datagram Protocol (UDP). Besides these, call set-up signalling protocols, such as
Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) and H.323, are used for establishing VoIP connections. SIP,
defined in RFC 2543 of Internet engineering task force (IETF), is a signalling protocol for Internet
applications, e.g. conferencing, telephony, events notification, and instant messaging. H.323
standardized by ITU-T has been especially focused on smooth interworking with the PSTN.

The VoIP protocol stack is illustrated in Figure 2. Voice packets are transmitted over the IP
network, and the reverse processes of decoding and depacketizing are accomplished at the
receiver. A playout buffer is used by the receiver to smoothen the speech by getting rid of delay
jitter. Packets arriving later than the playout time will simply be discarded. Some other
components such as voice/silence detector, loss/error concealment and echo canceller, are also
included in the system to enhance the functionality and performance of VoIP systems. The
major metric to evaluate the user-perceived voice quality is the Mean Opinion Score (MOS),**
which is rated on a scale of 1–5.

Figure 2. VoIP protocol stack.

Table I. Attributes of commonly used codecs.

Bit Rate Sample Period Compression Payload
Codec (kbps) (ms) Ratio (bytes) Packet/s MOSnn

G.711 64 20 2:1 160 50 4.1
G.723.1a 5.3 30 8:1 20 33 3.65
G.723.1a 6.3 30 7:1 24 33 3.9
G.729 8 10 8:1 10 50n 3.7

nFor G.729, two frames are combined into one packet; nnMOS: mean opinion score.

**To determine MOS, a number of listeners rate the quality of test sentences transmitted over the communication system
as follows: (1) bad; (2) poor; (3) fair; (4) good; and (5) excellent. The MOS is the arithmetic mean of all the individual
scores.
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2.2. IEEE 802.11 MAC

IEEE 802.11 standard supports WLAN in two different modes, infrastructure and ad hoc. In the
infrastructure mode, mobile nodes communicate with each other via an AP, while in the ad hoc
mode, nodes communicate in a peer-to-peer fashion. VoWLAN applications mainly run over
the infrastructure-based WLANs. There is a variety of standards defined in the IEEE 802.11
family: the 802.11a operates in the 5GHz frequency band and can provide up to 54Mbps raw
data rate; the 802.11b can provide up to 11Mbps raw data rate in the 2.4GHz frequency band;
the 802.11g operates in the same band as that of 802.11b, but can provide raw data rate up to
54Mbps by using the Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) technology.
Currently, 802.11b is the most widely deployed standard worldwide, whereas 802.11g is
receiving acceptance because of the high rate and backward compatibility with 802.11b.

The IEEE 802.11 MAC defines two functions, the mandatory distributed co-ordination
function (DCF) and the optional point co-ordination function (PCF) [2]. DCF is based on the
carrier sense multiple access with collision avoidance (CSMA/CA) mechanism. All stations with
frames ready for transmission monitor the shared medium before attempting to transmit. If the
medium is sensed busy, the station defers transmission until the medium is sensed idle for
a period of time equal to a DCF InterFrame Space (DIFS). After a DIFS medium idle time, the
station enters the backoff phase in which it sets a random backoff counter randomly chosen
from [0, CW] where CW is the current contention window (CW), and (CW+1) is the contention
window size. The backoff counter decreases by one for every idle slot and freezes if the channel
is busy. In the latter case, the decrement procedure resumes after the channel is sensed idle again
for a DIFS. The station transmits the frame when the backoff counter reaches zero. If there is no
acknowledgment (ACK) received due to collision or transmission errors, the contention window
size, i.e. (CW+1), doubles until it reaches the maximum value, and the sender reschedules the
transmission according to the aforementioned backoff rule. Following every successful
transmission, CW is reset to its initial (minimal) value. The frame is dropped when the
retransmission limit is reached. If a frame is received successfully, the receiver transmits an ACK
following a Short InterFrame Space (SIFS).

DCF was designed mainly for asynchronous data transmission, without the consideration of
delay-sensitive real-time applications. An optional PCF is proposed to provide certain level of
QoS based on a polling scheme; during the contention-free period (CFP), the point co-ordinator
(PC), usually residing in the AP, maintains a polling list determining the sequence to poll
stations.

3. VOICE CAPACITY AND ADMISSION CONTROL

3.1. Voice capacity of DCF-based WLAN

When designing a VoWLAN system, one of the most important issues is to determine the
network voice capacity, in terms of the maximum number of simultaneous voice connections
that can be supported in an IEEE 802.11 WLAN, especially for the prominently deployed
DCF-based WLANs.

The performance of DCF-based WLANs has been extensively studied in the past decade.
It has been shown in Reference [3] that due to the overhead, a theoretical throughput
upper bound and delay lower bound exist for the DCF-based WLAN even if the transmission
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rate of mobile stations goes into infinite. Thus, reducing overhead is vital. In the literature,
many existing throughput and delay analyses are based on the model that the active
mobile stations are saturated, i.e. they always have data to transmit [4]. However, the saturated-
station model is not suitable for voice traffic, which is usually considered as a constant bit
rate traffic, or as a variable bit rate traffic if considering the alternating periods of talk
spurts and silence [5].

Voice capacity of WLANs has been actively investigated via experiments and analytical
models. In Reference [6], the performance and capacity of the legacy IEEE 802.11b DCF-based
WLAN delivering voice traffic has been measured, using a testbed consisting of commercially
available components. It shows that the 802.11b can support ten voice connections using voice
codec G.711, a 10ms packetization interval, and silence suppression. A measurement
experiment with the voice codec G.711 without silence suppression has been carried out in
Reference [7], which indicated that only six VoIP connections can be accommodated in
an 802.11b WLAN. Chariot, a widely used commercial network analysis tool, was used to
estimate the voice capacity in Reference [8] that the 802.11b can support eight to ten G.711
voice connections with 20ms packetization interval and fourteen to eighteen G.723.1 voice
connections with 30ms packetization interval. The different measurement results show that the
silence suppression and packetization interval play an important role on WLAN voice capacity.

On the other hand, analytical models have been proposed in References [9–11] to evaluate the
voice capacity of infrastructure, DCF-based WLANs. The analytical results further quantify
how the system parameters affect the WLAN voice capacity. The analytical model in Reference
[9] considered the header overhead of each layer (e.g. RTP, UDP, IP, MAC and physical layer
headers) and the overhead introduced by the MAC protocol, including DIFS, SIFS, ACK, and
the random backoff, and simplified the analysis with the assumptions that there are no collisions
and all mobile stations take advantage of the backoff time of the AP to fulfil their own backoff
requirements. An improved analytical model has been proposed in Reference [10] and a tighter
upper bound of voice connections in an 802.11a/b WLAN has been obtained by assuming that
there are always two active stations competing for the wireless channel.

A more accurate model has been developed in Reference [11] by considering the details of the
CSMA/CA mechanism and the practical AP-bottleneck effect induced by the imbalanced traffic
of the AP and mobile stations. Since all traffic to and from the WLAN has to go through the
AP, the traffic arrival rate of the AP is the summation of that of all mobile stations. When more
voice connections join in the network, the service rates of the AP and mobile stations decrease
non-linearly because more collisions may occur. A station is considered unstable when its traffic
arrival rate is larger than the frame service rate, and the queue of the station will build up, and
thus the voice connection will suffer from excessive delay and packet losses due to buffer
overflows. It is pointed out that when the number of voice connections approaches the voice
capacity, one more VoIP connection may cause the AP to be unstable, and thus jeopardize the
performance of all downlink voice traffic.

The analytical results of the voice capacity with different codecs and packetization intervals
are compared in Table II. The results in Reference [11] are tighter than those in References
[9, 10] and match well with the simulation and measurement results, because of the accurate
modelling of the CSMA/CA mechanism and collision events.

All of the above analytical models assume a constant transmission rate in the WLAN. For
the adaptive transmission rate case, the voice capacity of an IEEE 802.11a WLAN was
estimated in Reference [12].
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Different from the aforementioned models using a CBR voice traffic model, an On–Off traffic
model, as specified in the ITU P.59 recommendation [13], was used in Reference [14] to analyse
the network capacity of 802.11a/b/g WLANs, as shown in Figure 3. The conversation between
two users A and B is modelled as a four-state Markov chain, including (a) A talking B silent, (b)
A silent B talking, (c) both talking and (d) both silent; the durations of states are mutually
independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) exponential random variables with means of 854,
854, 226 and 456ms, respectively. It is obtained that 22 and 102 G.711 connections can
be accommodated in an 802.11b and 802.11a WLAN, respectively. In other words, considering
the silence intervals in a voice conversation, the voice capacity almost doubles compared to the
results with a CBR traffic model.

In summary, for 802.11b WLANs with very limited capacity, since all on-going voice traffic will
be jeopardized if the AP becomes unstable, it is suggested to use a tight bound (the voice capacity
obtained with the CBR traffic model) to limit the number of voice connections conservatively; on
the other hand, when a WLAN can support a large number of voice connections, e.g. an 802.11g
WLAN, the On–Off traffic model can be used to fully explore the multiplexing gain.

In addition, the experimental and analytical results reveal that the voice capacity is a function
of the system parameters, including transmission rate, voice packet payload length (dependent

Table II. Comparison of the maximum number of VoIP connections (802.11b).

G.711 G.729 G.723 iLBCn

Packet
interval (ms) [11] [10] [9] [11] [10] [9] [11] [10] [9] [11]

10 6 6 6 6 7 7
20 11 12 12 13 14 14 12
30 15 17 18 19 21 22 19 21 22 18
40 19 21 22 25 28 28
50 22 25 26 31 34 35
60 25 28 29 37 41 42 37 42 42

nInternet low-bit-rate codec, suitable for robust voice communication over IP.

Figure 3. Conversational speech modelled as four-state Markov chain [14].
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on the codec used), and packetization interval. Since the transmission rate is bounded according
to the 802.11 standards, two feasible ways to increase the voice capacity are (a) either to enlarge
the packetization interval (b) or to choose an efficient voice codec. Due to the large overheads at
the MAC and physical layers, voice capacity is affected more by the packetization interval than
by the payload length of voice packets. On the other hand, larger packetization interval brings
more end-to-end delay, which may degrade the voice quality. There is a trade-off between the
delay constraint and the voice capacity.

3.2. Admission control

A connection admission control (CAC) mechanism is to decide whether or not a new connection
should be admitted into, and supported by, the system. The results in References [7, 11] showed
that placing an additional voice that exceeds the capacity of the WLAN will result in
unacceptable quality for all ongoing VoIP connections. Therefore, admission control is
necessary to maintain the quality for VoWLANs.

For infrastructure-based WLANs, admission control can be implemented at the AP, which
can block traffic from any new connections when the current traffic load reaches the network
capacity. If the WLAN supports voice traffic only, the voice capacity previously obtained can be
applied directly for admission control. However, when the WLAN supports heterogeneous
voice and data traffic, how to determine the appropriate admission region to efficiently utilize
network resources and guarantee the voice quality is still an open issue.

Due to the difficulty in modelling the data traffic (for both long flows and short flows), and the
randomness of the contention-based MAC protocol, most proposed CAC schemes for
heterogeneous voice and data services in WLANs are measurement based [15–17]. For
instance, in Reference [15], the channel utilization estimation (CUE) was used to perform CAC:
if the total amount of current CUE and the CUE for the new voice connection is less than
the maximum CUE, the new connection is admitted; if the data traffic can be curtailed, the
restrictions for data traffic are calculated and enforced, and then the new voice connections is
admitted; otherwise, the new voice connection is blocked.

The effectiveness of measurement-based admission control mechanism largely depends on the
accuracy of measurement and the applied admission policies, and the measurement overhead is
not negligible. To simplify the process of making admission decision, analysis-based admission
control in WLANs requires further investigation.

On the other hand, since transmission control protocol (TCP)-controlled data traffic may
aggressively probe for available bandwidth and introduce transient congestion to the network,
the quality of voice traffic will be degraded in non-prioritized free contention WLANs.
In addition to admission control, voice traffic needs further protection [18]. How to differentiate
voice service from best effort data service by enhanced MAC protocol will be discussed in the
following section.

4. MAC LAYER QoS ENHANCEMENT

VoIP quality is closely related to three factors: packet end-to-end delay, delay jitter
(delay variation), and packet loss. A two-way conversation is very sensitive to delay and
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delay jitter, but it can tolerate some degree of packet losses, depending on the error-resilience
of the codec used.

ITU has recommended that one-way end-to-end delay should be no greater than 150ms for
good voice quality, and up to 400ms for acceptable voice quality, with an echo canceller [19].
The delay constraint is much more stringent when no echo canceller is adopted, and the end-to-
end delay should be limited to 25ms for acceptable quality. For VoWLAN applications, delay
includes codec delay, packetization delay, and network delay in both the WLAN and the
backbone networks.

Delay jitter, or delay variation, mainly due to network dynamics, has even more negative
effects on voice quality than that of delay. Since the WLAN is presumably the bottleneck, delay
jitter in the WLAN is the dominant part. With the CBR traffic model for voice, delay jitter is
mainly due to the random channel service time, the time duration the network interface has
taken to successfully transmit a frame over the WLAN, which is determined by the MAC
protocol and the data transmission rate. Delay jitter can be removed by adopting a small
playout buffer at the receiver with an efficient playout algorithm [20]. Packets arriving at the
receiver later than the playout time will be discarded. The playout buffer size should be carefully
chosen; large playout buffer size may introduce additional delay, and small buffer size may
result in considerable packet losses.

Packet loss is also a major source of impairment in VoIP systems. According to Shim et al.
[21], a voice quality is considered acceptable only when the packet loss rate is less than 2%.
There are two sources of packet losses: (1) network packet losses, mainly due to network
congestion (router buffer overflow), link failures and rerouting, transmission errors, etc.; and
(2) discarded packet losses for packets experienced excessive delay.

To support both voice and data applications over WLANs, it is important to design a MAC
protocol with QoS support to voice traffic, implement an appropriate queue management
scheme, develop efficient playout buffer algorithms, and increase the transmission rate with a
more efficient physical layer protocol, etc. The playout buffer algorithms and physical layer
design are out of the range of this paper. Here, we mainly focus on the QoS enhancement
mechanisms in the MAC layer.

Whether the IEEE 802.11 MAC can provide desired QoS for voice connections has been
extensively investigated. With the legacy 802.11 DCF mode, all stations, including the AP if
available, compete for channel access with the same priority. There is no mechanism to assign
higher priority to real-time traffic with stringent QoS requirements. In the MAC layer, two main
approaches have been proposed to better support real-time applications: the polling-based
mechanism and the prioritized contention-based mechanism.

4.1. PCF

The optional PCF mode is available in a centrally controlled WLAN, using a polling-based
mechanism intended to guarantee delay for real-time applications. In Reference [22], the PCF
performance has been studied via simulations and, it is concluded that an echo canceller is
necessary since delay cannot be bounded within 25ms. The relationship between the network
capacity and end-to-end delays of voice traffic has been obtained in Reference [23]. With larger
inter-poll periods, more voice connections can be accommodated at the expense of increased
delay. For example, 26 voice calls with codec rate of 8.5 kbps can be accommodated if the inter-
poll period is 90ms and the maximum delay is 303ms, whereas only 17 calls can be supported
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with the maximum delay of 213ms if the inter-poll period is 60ms. Adaptive polling schemes
have been proposed in Reference [24] to improve the bandwidth utilization by exploiting the
voice traffic characteristics. Compared to the round-robin polling scheme, under high traffic
load, the schemes proposed in Reference [24] can achieve better throughput and delay
performance by introducing a talk spurt detection algorithm into the system.

PCF is not ideal for real-time traffic due to the following reasons [25]. First, the inefficient or
complex centralized polling schemes cannot achieve desired performance when the traffic load
increases [26]. There is always a trade-off between the efficiency and complexity of polling
schemes: round-robin is simple but may introduce unnecessary polling overheads when the
polled stations do not have data to transmit; by considering voice traffic characteristics,
the polling scheme in Reference [24] is more efficient at the expense of more complexity. In
addition, in the PCF mode, all communications have to go through the PC, which prolongs the
delay in WLANs. Second, the incompatible co-operation between the DCF and PCF may cause
so-called stretch effect, as shown in Figure 4; the contention period (CP) (with the DCF mode)
may stretch to the CFP (with the PCF mode) if the last data frame starts transmission at the end
of the CP, which leads to unpredictable delays in each CFP. Third, unknown transmission
durations of polled stations may introduce uncontrolled delay for other stations. As discussed
above, currently, PCF can only provide limited QoS for voice traffic, and thus it is not widely
accepted as a good solution for VoWLAN systems.

4.2. Differentiated schemes

Service differentiation schemes have been proposed to provide better QoS for multimedia
applications in IEEE 802.11 WLANs. Service differentiation can be achieved using
priority queue management schemes and/or using different MAC parameters for different
classes of traffic.

With priority queue schemes, traffic is classified into different priorities and each class of
traffic occupies a separate queue. Within a station, packets buffered in a higher priority queue
will be served earlier than those in a lower priority queue. A simple and viable prioritized
contention-based approach to enhance the VoIP performance over 802.11 infrastructure-based

B PCFB PCF

Contention-Free Period CF Period
Contention Period

DCF Busy
Medium

CFP repetition interval

Delay (due to a busy medium)

Foreshortened CFP

Contention Period

DCF

Variable Length
(per Superframe)

NAV NAV

B=Beacon Frame

Figure 4. PCF stretch effect.
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WLAN has been presented in Reference [27] by implementing dual queues on the top of the
802.11 MAC controllers. The higher priority queue serves the real-time (RT) traffic, e.g. VoIP
traffic, and the lower priority queue serves the non-real-time (NRT) traffic. The dual queues can
be easily implemented in the driver of any 802.11 devices. In this way, only software upgrades
are needed for 802.11 WLANs to provide certain level of QoS for real-time applications.

A similar but more complicated approach was proposed in Reference [28], which also used
software upgrade-based approach with two separate queues for RT and NRT traffic. Instead of
using the strict priority queue, it adopted the earliest deadline first (EDF)-scheduling algorithm
for RT traffic, and an adaptive traffic smoother to regulate NRT traffic.

It has been demonstrated that the performance of VoIP can be enhanced significantly when
VoIP traffic is separated from TCP traffic. The priority queue mechanism is well suitable for
WLANs with only voice and data traffic. In a more complicated environment with
heterogeneous traffic, such as video, voice, and data (interactive or non-interactive), how to
extend the dual-queue approach and assign priorities to different traffic categories is a very
challenging issue.

On the other hand, in the MAC layer, when multiple stations compete for transmission,
higher priority traffic may use smaller contention window, slower backoff speed, or shorter IFS
to obtain higher priority for transmission, and real-time traffic may allow less or no
retransmission to reduce delay [28–35]. In Reference [29], for higher priority class traffic, the
contention window is chosen from ½0; 2jþ1 � 1�; and for lower priority class traffic, it is chosen
from ½2jþ1; 2jþ2 � 1�; where j is the backoff stage. In Reference [30], the inter-frame spaces (IFS)
are differentiated to provide priority access. In Reference [31], priority schemes by
differentiating the initial and maximum contention window have been proposed. In Reference
[32], three priority schemes have been proposed: static priority scheduling (SPS), prioritized
DIFS time mechanism, and prioritized backoff time distribution mechanism (PBTDM). Note
that the scheme in Reference [29] is a special case of PBTDM. All these priority schemes have
been evaluated by simulations. Analytical studies have also been reported in References [33–35].

However, these service differentiation schemes may not be operated well in heavy-load
WLANs. For instance, smaller contention window sizes will result in more channel collisions
due to contentions. As a result, higher priority frames may have even lower throughput and
higher delay due to more collisions. This problem, referred as priority inversion problem, was
demonstrated in References [36, 37]. To address this problem, appropriate admission control
schemes [38] or adaptive tuning of parameters have been proposed [39]. In conclusion,
to support voice traffic over WLANs with QoS guarantee, both admission control and
QoS-enhanced MAC are needed.

4.3. 802.11e

On the basis of differentiated schemes, the IEEE 802.11e standard, an enhancement of the
legacy 802.11, is proposed to offer QoS support for multimedia applications [40, 41].

First, the enhanced DCF (EDCF) is an extension of DCF with four levels of statistical access
priority, enabling different traffic categories to be served in different priority queues, as shown in
Figure 5. The contention-based channel access function of IEEE 802.11e, EDCF, adopts eight
different priorities, which are further mapped into four access categories (AC). Access categories
are achieved by differentiating the arbitration inter-frame space (AIFS), the initial contention
window size, and the maximum window size.
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With a smaller AIFS or window sizes, the higher priority class of traffic has a better chance to
access the wireless medium. Although different priorities are implemented in EDCF, access to
the medium is still determined according to the basic CSMA/CA mechanism. Therefore, EDCF
is a prioritized contention-based mechanism.

Second, an extension of the PCF option called the hybrid co-ordination function (HCF) is
proposed, which negotiates connections between an AP and the mobile stations, along with
specifically assigned transmission durations for each frame. HCF also implements priority
queue for different traffic categories so that voice traffic always has the highest priority than
other traffic. Therefore, HCF is a hybrid of prioritized contention-based and polling-based
mechanism for QoS provisioning. Unlike PCF, there is no specific boundary between the CP
and CFP in 802.11e. The hybrid co-ordinator (HC) can poll any mobile station on the polling
list in both CFP and CP, whereas the PC can only poll stations in CFP.

Third, the direct link protocol (DLC) permits two stations to communicate directly in the
infrastructure-based WLAN, which significantly improve the network performance. Fourth, the
group ACK mechanism, in which the receiver sends one ACK for a number of data packets
received, can also reduce some overhead.

These new features of 802.11e can definitely improve the performance of voice traffic in a
WLAN. However, there are still some concerns about the QoS guarantees that the protocol
aims to provide. EDCF is a prioritized contention-based mechanism and cannot guarantee that
low-priority packets will always wait until all packets with higher priority are transmitted. HCF
suffers from the same complexity-efficiency trade-off in polling schemes as PCF does. Due to the
complicated QoS provisioning mechanism specified in the protocol, it is very difficult to analyse
the network performance of the 802.11e and to find the optimal parameters to achieve the best
performance.

For EDCF, the analytical model for backoff-based priority scheme has been developed in
Reference [33], which was further improved in References [35, 42]. On the basis of Bianchi’s
saturated-station model [4], the analytical models for IFS-based priority scheme have been
reported in References [43–46]. These models are developed under some assumptions to study
protocol performance. However, the assumptions may not be realistic, e.g. saturated-station
model or particular data traffic model, and thus the analytical results may not be applicable to
real networks. To our best knowledge, no performance analysis of the HCF mode has been
reported in the literature. Throughput and delay analysis via analytical models with more
realistic assumptions in 802.11e-based WLAN is still an open issue.

AIFS[k]

AIFS[j]

AIFS[i]
Contention Window from

0 to CWmin 

Slot time

Busy Medium

Defer Access

Next Frame

Select Slot and Decrement Backoff as long 

SIFS

PIFSAIFS[i]/ AIFS [j]/ AIFS [k]

Immediate access when   

Medium is free >= AIFS [i]/ 
AIFS [j]/ AIFS [k]

as medium is idle

Backoff-Window

Figure 5. Enhanced distributed Co-ordination function.
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The implementation of the 802.11e protocol may be difficult and expensive since the upgrade
or replacement of the existing WLANs is hardware based. Another issue is the compatibility.
The 802.11e is designed to be backward compatible with the legacy 802.11 protocol. In 802.11e,
AIFS is defined as an interval larger than or equal to DIFS. Therefore, the stations using EDCF
may receive a lower priority than stations using DCF when they coexist in a WLAN, and this
may discourage the deployment of IEEE 802.11e.

5. VOICE OVER WLAN/CELLULAR SYSTEMS

The cellular network has been well deployed to provide high-quality voice services for mobile
users. It is anticipated that the WLAN is able to be integrated with the cellular network to
provide VoIP services and Internet access anywhere, anytime. The WLAN/cellular systems, as
shown in Figure 6, can take advantage of the wide coverage and almost universal roaming
support of cellular networks and low-cost services in WLANs [47]. WLAN overlays extend the
capacity of the cellular networks. How to maintain the voice connection and quality for mobile
users in WLAN/cellular systems is a challenging issue.

To support seamless mobility, a large number of mobility management mechanisms in
different layers have been proposed: the mobile IP protocol in the network layer [48], the end-to-
end approach by using dynamic updates to the domain name system (DNS) to track mobile host
location [49], or the application layer SIP [50, 51], etc. There is a rich body of literature that
addresses mobility management issues in all-IP wireless systems, interested readers can refer to
the survey paper [52]. In the following, we focus on two important issues for uninterrupted voice
services: handoff and admission control.

5.1. Horizontal and Vertical Handoffs

As shown in Figure 6, a horizontal handoff occurs when a mobile user moves between the same
type of networks, e.g. from WLAN1 to WLAN2:When a mobile user moves out of the coverage
of a WLAN, and connects to the base station (BS) of a radio cell, or vice versa, the procedure is
called a vertical handoff.

The procedure of horizontal handoff consists of three stages. First, the mobile user should
make the handoff decision according to the received signal strength or other measurements.
Second, the mobile user performs layer-2 handoff to another AP. Third, layer-3 handoff is
performed to ensure the end-to-end connection if necessary. The layer-2 handoff can further be
separated into three steps. First, a mobile user tries to discover the APs by broadcasting probe
request frames to collect information from all available APs, or directly collects information of
APs from received beacon frames. This step accounts for the most part of the handoff delay.
Then, the mobile user is authenticated by the new AP. Finally, the mobile users associate with
the new AP and de-associate with the old AP if it receives the positive reply from the new AP.
The horizontal handoff has been studied in Reference [53]. It is shown that the latency of
horizontal handoff usually takes more than 150ms.

The vertical handoff is more complicated and takes longer time, depending on how tightly
two wireless systems are coupled. In the tight coupling mode, WLANs are connected directly to
the 3G core network, and traffic from WLANs goes through the core network to the BS, and
vice versa. In the loose coupling mode, both the cellular network and WLANs are connected to
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the Internet backbone, and data paths of the two networks are independent. As shown in
Figure 6, WLAN1 is tightly coupled with the cellular network while WLAN 2 is loosely coupled.
The vertical handoff between the loosely coupled General Packet Radio Service (GPRS) system
and WLAN takes around 4 s (from WLAN to GPRS) or 7 s (from GPRS to WLAN) [54]. The
vertical handoff between the third-generation (3G) cellular system and WLAN takes up to
several hundred milliseconds [55, 56], which is still too lengthy to voice connections. Moreover,
packets may be dropped by the old AP during the handoff procedure, which degrades, or even
disconnects the voice connections during the handoff. Optimized fast handoff scheme has been
proposed and analysed in the literature [57, 58]. The proposed scheme uses bicasting technique
in which duplicated packets are sent to both air interfaces (cellular network and WLAN) for a
short period during the handoff. It is shown in Reference [57] that fast handoff with bicasting
technique can significantly reduce the handoff packet losses.

Currently, the 802.11k task group is working on the radio resource management to make
efficient use of the WLAN resources. The APs can obtain the RF channel knowledge and make
better roaming decisions according to the feedbacks from the mobile users, which can efficiently
reduce the handoff latency. In this way, faster and uninterrupted wireless services can be
provided. The 802.11k is now in the ‘letter ballot’ stage and it is unknown when the standard
will be finished.

Meanwhile, the 802.11f task group specifies a protocol for the communications between
multi-vendor APs, which is also known as the Inter-Access Point Protocol (IAPP). The 802.11f
handles the interoperability of multi-vendor APs across a distribution system, and is necessary
for fast handoff when a user is roaming among the coverage areas of multi-vendor APs. The
802.11f standard has been published in 2003.

Figure 6. Integrated voice services over WLAN and cellular networks.
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On the other hand, the 802.11r task group is recently founded to address fast roaming among
APs, although it is argued that the efforts in 802.11f, 802.11k, and 802.11iyy should be sufficient
to solve the roaming problem, and thus 802.11r might not be necessary. Nevertheless, it is
expected that by combining these protocols, including 802.11i, 802.11k, 802.11f, and 802.11r, a
faster, securer, and seamless handoff of a voice connection between multiple WLANs or
between the cellular network and WLANs can be achieved.

Besides the standardization activities in the 802.11 family, end-to-end approaches for seamless
roaming and bandwidth aggregation are advocated in the literature, e.g. parallel TCP (pTCP)
[59], stream control transmission protocol (SCTP) [60]. As the price of RF transceivers (radios)
has fallen dramatically in recent years, the low cost allows multiple radios to be used in the same
device. Using a multihomed transport layer protocol, multi-radio-equipped mobile hosts can
establish multiple connections through both the WLAN and the cellular system simultaneously,
which cannot only mitigate the negative effects during the handoff, but also achieve a higher
data rate by aggregating the bandwidth in both wireless access networks.

5.2. Admission control

Measurement results showed that the performance of VoWLAN/cellular systems can degrade
significantly with the increase of VoIP connections and user mobility [61]. Furthermore, the
performance degradation affects all the existing VoIP connections, not just the new connection
or the user which undergoes mobility. To guarantee the voice quality and efficiently utilize
network resources of WLAN/cellular systems, admission control is necessary.

A general assignment strategy for admission control in wireless overlay networks have been
proposed in Reference [62], which is not optimized for WLAN/Cellular interworking. Recently,
an admission control strategy has been proposed for WLAN/Cellular systems [47], which
considered the distinct characteristics of cellular systems and WLANs, the traffic characteristics
of voice and data and their QoS requirements, and the user mobility pattern. With this strategy,
the bandwidth of the cellular network can be saved for data traffic when some voice connections
are admitted to the WLAN. As such, the traffic load can be effectively balanced between the two
networks and the overall resource utilization is highly improved. It is anticipated more research
will be conducted in the near future.

6. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have presented an extensive survey on the voice capacity of an IEEE 802.11-
based WLAN and the QoS enhancement mechanisms in the MAC layer. Only a limited number
of voice connections can be supported in an 802.11 WLAN because of the overhead and the
inherent inefficiency of the MAC protocol. Accurate voice capacity estimation is critical for
effective and efficient admission control for VoWLAN. When voice and data traffic share the
wireless medium, it is important to design a MAC protocol with QoS support, implement
appropriate queue management schemes, choose proper voice codecs, and develop efficient
playout buffer algorithms to satisfy the stringent QoS requirements of voice traffic. We further
study the handoff and admission control issues for voice over WLAN/cellular systems.

yyThe IEEE 802.11i standard is intended to improve WLAN security.
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It is concluded that VoWLAN is a promising but very challenging technology that needs
more efforts to achieve potential success in the future. Some important open issues beckon for
further investigation: voice/data capacity analysis for effective admission control, voice
performance analysis in QoS-enhanced 802.11e WLANs, admission control and optimal
bandwidth aggregation in WLAN/cellular systems, network security and voice performance
trade-off, etc.
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